USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10108.03

Host Bob says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=

EO_Chapu says:
:: walks into ME ::

Host Bob says:
THE SHUTTLE FROM THE GENEVA IS RETURNING TO THE SHIP. THE AWAY TEAM IS ASSEMBLING AND WILL BOARD SHORTLY.

CEO_Galagar says:
::Walks out of his quarters and heads into turbo lift, hoping no one will notice the green spots on his face. :: TL Computer: Sickbay..

CO_Tucker says:
::Sitting on the Bridge, waiting for the Away Team to return::

CSO_Shras says:
@:: directing the crewmen who are loading the Chodan'Ri artifacts in the shuttle ::

EO_Chapu says:
:: grabs  a PADD or two, walks over to the replicator and gets some coffee, while reading the PADDs ::

CO_Tucker says:
*EO*: Chapu', be ready for Blue Alert.

Host Bob says:
SOME OF THE ARTIFACTS APPEAR VERY STRANGE IN CONFIGURATION, AS IF GROWN NATURALLY FROM ORGANIC MATERIALS

Dr_Loran says:
@::sits in the shuttlebay watching the crew handling her discoveries::

XO_Tran says:
@::Sees that all the artifacts are on their way:: AT: Everything finished?  Let's head back to the ship.

EO_Chapu says:
*CO*:  Yes, sir.

EO_Chapu says:
:: rushes over to the central console ::

CSO_Shras says:
@SO_Faj: Careful with that piece, it's mechanism is very ancient and may break at any time...

CEO_Galagar says:
::Enters SB::

Host Bob says:
THE GENEVA AND HER CREW IS STILL UNAWARE OF THEIR IMPENDING CIRCUMSTANCES, OTHER THAN WHAT THE SHUTTLE CREW REPORTS

EO_Chapu says:
All Engineering:  All right, staff. We’re going to Blue Alert and we need to get it set-up.

CMO_Immolisius says:
::returns to the Bridge and holds a Medical Kit::

EO_Chapu says:
:: glances over at the PADD and sees that he needs to send some teams out ::

CEO_Galagar says:
::Activates the EMH::

EO_Chapu says:
*Engineering Deck Crews*: All ENG Deck Crew needs to be on stand-by.

CEO_Galagar says:
::Notices it sputter....:: Self: Well no nurses around.... and the EMH is broken... I guess its safe....

CMO_Immolisius says:
<Edwards>CEO: Can I help you?  ::Walks next to the CEO::

EO_Chapu says:
Johnson:  Johnson, give more flow to the power couplings in the Sector 23-Alpha through 24-Gamma

CEO_Galagar says:
::Turns around to Edwards:: Edwards: Ah, just the person I wanted to see... can you check my face to make sure the infestation has ended?

EO_Chapu says:
<Johnson> EO:  Aye, sir.  Cleaning power couplings in Sectors 23-Alpha through 24 Gamma

XO_Tran says:
@::reaches the Geneva and climbs up the ladder really fast, but paces herself::

CMO_Immolisius says:
<Edwards>CEO: Infestation...?

Dr_Loran says:
@::checks out the artifacts as they are being loaded:: Crewman: Hey watch those artifacts.  Don't drop them or you'll be scrubbing the nacelles of this ship for the next ten years!

CO_Tucker says:
::Notes that the AT is back on board::

CEO_Galagar says:
Edwards: Yeah, I had some Anarian Lice...that’s why the green spots.

TO_Taurrek says:
@::looks at the Commander:: XO: In a rush?

CMO_Immolisius says:
CO: Sir...  What do you think will occur now?

CO_Tucker says:
*Shipwide*: All hands, Blue Alert.

CO_Tucker says:
CMO: I wish I knew Dr.

EO_Chapu says:
:: re-routes power from the replicators and lounge to all Blue Alert systems ::

TO_Taurrek says:
::makes it aboard and follows the XO::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::At tactical realigning the sensors on the unknown ship location that Starfleet noticed::

CMO_Immolisius says:
<Edwards>::Gasps and steps slightly back with a wry expression filling her face, Pulling out her tricorder she quickly scans the CEO:: CEO: Appears...  It is...  Gone...  Lemme prescribe an Analgesic cream for those spots....

CO_Tucker says:
FCO: Get us into orbit now!

XO_Tran says:
::pulls herself through the hatch and into the ship:: TO: Just a little... ::Grins:: AT: Everyone take your stations, immediately.

Host Bob says:
THE CHODAN'RI WARSHIP BEGINS TO BREAK ORBIT AND DESCEND TOWARDS THE SURFACE OF THE PLANET, THEIR FORMER HOMEWORLD, WHICH WAS RENDERED UNINHABITABLE BY THE WEAPON USED ON THEM BY THOSE THEY INITIALLY CONQUERED

EO_Chapu says:
All Engineering:  Finish up on Blue Alert Systems.  Consistently check on your assigned systems, ladies & gents.

CEO_Galagar says:
Edwards: Ah...actually I've already got some cream for them.... are the spots really noticeable?

CO_Tucker says:
<FCO> CO: Aye sir. ::Begins lift off procedures::

Dr_Loran says:
::takes a seat in the cargo bay to take inventory::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Sir, we have a Chodan'Ri warship entering the planets atmosphere sir.

TO_Taurrek says:
::rushes behind the XO still in his environmental suit::

CMO_Immolisius says:
<Edwards>::Leans Sideways... and Looks:: CEO:...  No... Not Reall...y.

CO_Tucker says:
CTO: Red Alert.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Yes sir. ::puts the ship on red alert::
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CEO_Galagar says:
::Smiles, making the big green spot on his nose really noticeable:: Edwards: Good... last thing I would want is the crew to notice....

CSO_Shras says:
@:: follows the artifacts in the shuttle ::

CMO_Immolisius says:
*Sickbay*: Prepare for Atmospheric Turbulence, Doctor Edwards.

XO_Tran says:
::Enters a room and removes the EVA helmet and suit, putting it away for later cleaning::

EO_Chapu says:
:: hears the Red Alert :: self :  What the h . . . .

Dr_Loran says:
::hears the red alert klaxons:: Self: Oh no what are these idiots up to now?

CEO_Galagar says:
Edwards: Atmospheric Turbulence.... that doesn't sound good...well if we’re all through I should be going....

CMO_Immolisius says:
<Edwards>::Presses her comm badge:: *CMO*: Yes sir.  ::Looks at the CEO:: CEO: Well your fine, Better get to your post.

TO_Taurrek says:
::makes it to his quarters, takes off the EVA suit carefully, and transports it to the recycling center... heads to turbo lift::

CEO_Galagar says:
::Exits to ME::

EO_Chapu says:
ENG staff:  Route excess power from all systems to the shields and weapons

XO_Tran says:
::Winces as Red Alert rings throughout the ship and races onto the bridge::

Dr_Loran says:
:;pulls off her gloves and helmet and returns to examining her artifacts::

CO_Tucker says:
CTO: There may be a Chodan'Ri ship in orbit, be ready for anything.

CSO_Shras says:
:: exits the shuttle and just after he was sure the artifacts were securely fastened to the floor runs to the bridge ::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: yes sir.

XO_Tran says:
*Dr_Loran*: Doctor, did the components make it on board all right? ::sits down in her chair::

TO_Taurrek says:
::steps on the bridge and makes his way to an auxiliary console::

CEO_Galagar says:
::TL: Bridge::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Checks weapons systems to be sure they are at top efficiency::

Dr_Loran says:
*XO*: Well I seem to have them all in tact Commander, but your crewmen nearly dropped a couple of them.

EO_Chapu says:
:: moves all the material that he was handling before off to the side while getting everything set up for the unusual dual alert ::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Grabs handhold and straightens self against the wall::

XO_Tran says:
*Dr_Loran*: I apologize about that... but right now, I suggest you enlist the help of some of our staff to secure those pieces.  Things could get ugly any minute now...

CEO_Galagar says:
::Enters bridge....hoping no one notices the spots...takes his console and starts preparing systems::

CSO_Shras says:
:: in the TL thinks about what he his doing....::

TO_Taurrek says:
CTO: Any orders sir?

Dr_Loran says:
*XO*: I have them secured Commander. I am checking them over now.

CSO_Shras says:
*XO*: I'll stay in the cargo bay with the artifacts unless you want it otherwise....

CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO: Cover long-range sensors.

CSO_Shras says:
:: walks back to the cargo area ::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Holds onto the medical kit tightly::

EO_Chapu says:
:: hears the CEO coming in;  continues watching & getting the ship prepared ::

TO_Taurrek says:
CTO: Aye sir. ::moves to auxiliary console and focuses on long-range sensors::

CEO_Galagar says:
CO: Any specific systems you want power to?

CO_Tucker says:
*CEO*: All of them....  Do your best.

EO_Chapu says:
:: looks around and doesn't see the CEO; must have heard something else ::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Watches short-range sensors looking for the Chodan'Ri::

CSO_Shras says:
:: enters the cargo area and walks to the artifacts and begins his investigations ::

CEO_Galagar says:
Self: All of them.... ::Wonders if he means regular power scales....::

XO_Tran says:
*CSO*: Very well Commander. Coordinate with Dr. Loran on the matter... but be careful, we could have a ship on our tail.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO: We have to find the Chodan'Ri before they find us Lt.

EO_Chapu says:
:: shakes his head and continues to up the shields and weapons to Battle ::

TO_Taurrek says:
::wasn't aware he was a lieutenant:: CTO: Understood sir.

Host Chodan_Ri_CO says:
$Com: Geneva: Federation ship, you can obviously tell we are in a superior position to yours. Submit to us and we will be merciful..... Provided you yield to us what is already ours. We will take the components and data, with or without your cooperation. The choice is yours, but make it quickly, as we’ve little patience with those who would try to stop the Chodan’Ri from retaking their rightful place in the galaxy.

Dr_Loran says:
::spots the CSO:: CSO: Ahhh, there you are Mr. Shras. Come over here and take a look at this. ::motions to one of the pieces::

CSO_Shras says:
:: scans the first artifact in front of him ::

CO_Tucker says:
Com: Chodan'Ri:  You sound confident.  I have no intentions of surrendering anything to you.

CEO_Galagar says:
*EO*: Don't over compensate for the shields, if we lose engines, we're going to fall.

CSO_Shras says:
Dr: Intriguing.....

Host Chodan_Ri_CO says:
$Com: Geneva: Federation ship, what makes you believe we were asking for your surrender? We do not need or want your surrender; we want what is ours. And as a reward for finding our property, we will be merciful and allow you to survive, for now.

Dr_Loran says:
CSO: See those markings?

TO_Taurrek says:
CTO: I can see the Chodan’Ri through the IRS sir.

EO_Chapu says:
*CEO*: I never over compensate, sir.  I'm pretty sure we'll be fine with them.

CSO_Shras says:
Dr: I am not familiar with Chodan'Ri writing but I assume these are of them?

Dr_Loran says:
CSO: I've determined that it is part of a star chart, look at the co ordinates... there and there.. ::points::

CO_Tucker says:
FCO: Get us out of here; if I have to fight them, I would prefer to do it outside an atmosphere.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO: Good give me the location and I will target the ship in preparation for an attack then.

CO_Tucker says:
<FCO> CO: Aye sir.  ::Ascends as quickly as possible::

CEO_Galagar says:
::Reroutes a secondary system to engine control, increasing sheer by 12%, and increasing speed by 30%.::

TO_Taurrek says:
CTO: Understood. Sending my readings to tactical... ::presses the console:: ... now.

Dr_Loran says:
CSO: Yes, this symbol indicates a star system, and this one shows the direction.

EO_Chapu says:
:: routes power to the engine to help them ::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Receives the target location and targets the ship::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Sir, we have the Chodan'Ri targeted sir.

CSO_Shras says:
Dr: We will have to find out what period of time this chart is for to then calculate the exact emplacement of the "star" on the chart...

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Feels the ship slightly shudder as it moves through the radiated Chodan'Ri atmosphere::

XO_Tran says:
CEO: Chief, make sure the shielding over the artifacts is reinforced, and if it is, reinforce it some more.

CO_Tucker says:
CTO: Hold fire....

Dr_Loran says:
CSO: But this chart is not complete. Take a look at the next artifact. It shows several small planets and one binary star. ::moves over to the smaller artifact next to the CSO::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Yes sir just awaiting your command sir.

TO_Taurrek says:
XO: Commander, could provide you with a suggestion?

CEO_Galagar says:
::Notices the weapon locks.... switches the ship to beta 5 mode... rerouting power from the secondaries to shields and weapons... and bringing the secondary generators online::

XO_Tran says:
TO: Always Ensign.  What do you suggest? ::turns slightly in her chair::

CEO_Galagar says:
::Also increases shields around artifact areas, and secures area around:: CO: Aye sir....

EO_Chapu says:
*CEO*:  Lt. Galagar, I'm reading a power flux in Sector 41-Tango.

CSO_Shras says:
Dr: This could be the end of the chart with the target star system and indication of were in the system the "treasure" is...

CEO_Galagar says:
*EO*: Yeah I've got it, power down grid matrix 5 through 11, and bring the secondary beta 5 through effected systems.

TO_Taurrek says:
XO: I perceive the Chodan’Ri as mice... and the artifacts as cheese. If we duplicate the signatures of the artifacts, alter the artifact signatures, and give explosive antimatter bombs the signature of the artifact. They will be disposed of. Sort of like a mousetrap.

Dr_Loran says:
CSO: I date these pieces from the Drago time period.. About 5000 years ago. Possibly Mr. Shras.. Possibly.

EO_Chapu says:
*CEO*:  Aye, sir.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO: That is a real good idea there Ensign.

TO_Taurrek says:
CTO: Thank you sir.

Host Chodan_Ri_CO says:
$Com: Geneva: If you do not lower your shields and allow us to take what is ours, we will send you to wherever it is that you fear most, for eternity.

EO_Chapu says:
:: goes through the power down for grid matrix 5 through 11 ::

CSO_Shras says:
Dr: we should then take pictures of the chart and head for the astrometrics lab to see if we can fin our way to the treasure...

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Thinks in his head "Fear Most"?::

Host Chodan_Ri_CO says:
$::signals to his officers to send a warning shot, a powerful plasma blast, across the bow of the Geneva::

XO_Tran says:
TO: A very... imaginative metaphor Ensign.  Start some quick simulations and get the results to me as soon as possible...

Dr_Loran says:
CSO: Agreed. ::looks puzzled:: Wait! Take a look at this!

CO_Tucker says:
Com: Chodan'Ri: Then I will see you there.....

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Sir, they have just fired across our bow sir.

CSO_Shras says:
Dr: What! What!

Dr_Loran says:
::examines a third set of symbols::

EO_Chapu says:
:: after the power down, he activates beta 5 and channels it through grid matrix 5 through 11, slowly ::

CO_Tucker says:
CTO: Return fire, full spread of quantum torpedoes....

TO_Taurrek says:
::sends orders to the holodeck to run required simulation parameters, then observes::

CO_Tucker says:
FCO: As soon as we clear the atmosphere, get us out of here at maximum warp.

XO_Tran says:
::feels the ship shudder::  CO: Captain, Ensign Taurrek has an idea that could get us out of here in one piece.  He's running simulations on it.

Dr_Loran says:
CSO: According to this, we have to find another object of great power.... and complete the assembly. I believe that these components are only a small part of a great device.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Yes sir.  ::Returns fire use alpha pattern in a full spread::

CO_Tucker says:
<FCO> CO: Aye sir.

CEO_Galagar says:
::Brings up the secondary models he was working on earlier::

EO_Chapu says:
:: sees that beta 5 is working on grid matrix 5 & 6;  speeds the process up by 10% ::

CSO_Shras says:
Dr: The our treasure could be the other parts of the device... let's hurry, we have to find these pieces before the Chodan'Ri descendants...

Host Chodan_Ri_CO says:
$::observing that the defiant Geneva does not lower its shields on demand, they fires a second shot, this one directly hitting the forward shields of the Geneva::

EO_Chapu says:
:: notes the hit to the forward shields ::

CO_Tucker says:
::Is flung from his chair from the blast::

Dr_Loran says:
CSO: We have what appears to be the trigger mechanism here.

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Stumbles as the Geneva is hit::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::As the ship shakes with the return fire from the Chodan'Ri, Lt. Asmodeius returns fire again using pattern six beta::

EO_Chapu says:
EO_LaRose:  Jason, get cracking on the forward shields

CEO_Galagar says:
::Moves secondaries to make up for the shield::

Dr_Loran says:
::falls over one of the artifacts:: CSO: What was that!

XO_Tran says:
TO: Hurry on those simulations Mr. Taurrek!

TO_Taurrek says:
::takes a look at the readings from the scenarios:: XO: Commander, there is a 75.41% chance this plan will work. Seeing how the Chodan’Ri are probably scanning the ship looking for them, there is a chance that if we provide too much power protecting the real artifacts and not the fake ones, they may realize they are flawed.

CO_Tucker says:
CTO: Report!  Shield status?

EO_Chapu says:
<EO_LaRose> EO:  Which set, sir?  There are 2 in place.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Sir shields are down to 75% sir and holding.

XO_Tran says:
TO: How long will it take you to make the bomb and alter its signature?

CEO_Galagar says:
CO: Rerouting secondaries to shields....

EO_Chapu says:
:: takes a look at the reports ::  EO_LaRose:  Primary set.

TO_Taurrek says:
XO: There should be a few bombs in the cargo bay for emergencies. I will grab a few of those and alter its signature in 10 minutes at the most.

CO_Tucker says:
CTO: Return fire at will.

CSO_Shras says:
Dr: Again! What?

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Yes sir. ::Continues to fire on the Chodan'Ri with alternating patterns::

Dr_Loran says:
::gets up and dusts herself off:: CSO: I'll have my team finish up here. You can inform the Captain that I will send him the coordinates of the star chart as soon as I finish the calculations.

CEO_Galagar says:
::Notices no weaknesses... continues to scan the models for weaknesses::

CO_Tucker says:
XO: Damage Report?

Host Chodan_Ri_CO says:
ANOTHER PLASMA BLAST STRIKES THE GENEVA, THIS ONE OPENING A WIDE GAP IN THE SHIELDS, WIDE ENOUGH TO TRANSPORT THE ARTIFACTS OFF THE SHIP, AND ADDITIONALLY, OBTAIN DR. LORAN, THE HEAD OF THE ARCHEOLOGISTS

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Hears the TO:: TO: I don't think we got ten minutes.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Sir the shields have failed over the cargo bay sir.

XO_Tran says:
CO: Slight damage to EPS manifolds, systems on Deck 7 are erratic.  Teams have been dispatched.

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Crashes to the deck along with his medical kit::

EO_Chapu says:
:: looks at the latest report and notices that there is a wide gap by the main Cargo Bay ::

CEO_Galagar says:
Self: Damn it.... ::Tries to tie the other shields around the hole.... squeezing it up::

CSO_Shras says:
Dr: I will, but do you need assistance? I have specialists in astronomy who may be of great help....

CO_Tucker says:
CTO: Did they get the artifacts?

CEO_Galagar says:
*EO*: Transport those artifacts elsewhere.....

CMO_Immolisius says:
CO: Sir, we need to erect a force field around the Archeological team!

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Checking sir.

XO_Tran says:
*CSO*: Commander?  What's going on down there?

TO_Taurrek says:
::decides to remind them of his first plan:: CTO: Lieutenant, remember my plan to fire a tachyon burst through our deflector dish? We could use that to destabilize their shields. We could get some shots in and that could give me time for the alterations.

EO_Chapu says:
ENG Staff:  QUICK, get the shields up by the Cargo Bay.

CSO_Shras says:
*CO*: Captain, the artifacts and one of the archeological team have been transported....

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Checks sensors to see if we still have the artifacts::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
TO: Right.

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Notices it is too late and mumbles::

TO_Taurrek says:
::presses command on console and transports to the cargo bay::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CEO: Can you set up a Tachyon burst through the deflector dish so as to hit the Chodan'Ri.

CO_Tucker says:
::Slams his fist into the console:: *CSO*: Damn it.... report to the bridge when you can.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Sir, they got everything including the team that found it, sir.

CSO_Shras says:
*XO*: I am coming up to assist you...

XO_Tran says:
CTO/CEO: What?  That'll burn out the dish won't it?

CEO_Galagar says:
CTO: Aye.

TO_Taurrek says:
::rushes to where the antimatter bombs are... sits them on a big moving cart and rushes them to the artifacts::

CEO_Galagar says:
::Reroutes backups, and sets up a tachyon burst through the dish... targets the ship:: CTO: Ready.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
XO: It might but it would allow us to get in a shot so as to prevent them from getting away so we can retrieve the team and artifacts back, sir.

CO_Tucker says:
FCO: pursue the Chodan'Ri ship... keep up with it regardless.

CSO_Shras says:
:: enters the bridge and takes science station ::

Host Chodan_Ri_CO says:
THE CHODAN'RI WARSHIP FIRES AGAIN, AT WHAT AMOUNTS TO VIRTUALLY POINT BLANK RANGE, SEVERELY DAMAGING THE SHIELDS AND DEFLECTOR SYSTEMS.... MAKING WARP SPEED TRAVEL ALL BUT IMPOSSIBLE.......

CTO_Asmodeius says:
XO: Sir, we are ready to fire; just give the word.

EO_Chapu says:
:: goes from station to station, helping each EO get the shield gap to be null ::

XO_Tran says:
CTO: But if it burns the dish out we won't be able to pursue the Chodan'Ri ship at all.

CEO_Galagar says:
::Is knocked off his console....::

CO_Tucker says:
<FCO>: Warp drive is down sir... we are at their mercy.

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Holds onto the wall as consoles explode and the ship shakes severely::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Gets thrown over the Tactical station from that last attack from the Chodan'Ri::

EO_Chapu says:
:: stumbles around :: *Bridge*:  Several systems failing.  Attempting to compensate.

CEO_Galagar says:
::Gets back up...notices the console in fried... grabs a repair kit, and start replacing chips::

CO_Tucker says:
*CEO*: Get damage control teams on it now!  I want warp speed.

TO_Taurrek says:
::taps comm badge:: *CTO*: Can't we fire programmed probes to damage the Chodan’Ri?

CMO_Immolisius says:
*SICKBAY*: Report! Doctor Edwards!

CO_Tucker says:
CTO: Continue firing at the Chodan'Ri, we cannot let them have those artifacts.

CEO_Galagar says:
*EO*: Get that warp power back up.... *Engineering team*: Dispatch team to the bridge...

XO_Tran says:
CMO: Dispatch the MED teams immediately!  ::checks the fizzling sensors to see where the Chodan'Ri are::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Gets up off the floor and returns to tactical:  CO:  Yes sir.  ::Fires everything that they have left at the Chodan'Ri::

CSO_Shras says:
XO: I cannot see how we can defeat their weapons with all these systems damaged..... We might fall back for repairs and alert Starfleet Command.

EO_Chapu says:
*All Engineering Staff*:  All Engineering staff, shifts A, B, & C, & Damage Crews, get to your stations on the double.

CEO_Galagar says:
::Works... his console comes back on.... exits through a hatch ::Bridge: ME::

EO_Chapu says:
Main ENG:  Let's get cracking on the warp Drive.  Johnson, you and 5 others get working on shields.

CMO_Immolisius says:
XO: There are already teams on several decks.  ::Presses Comm badge again::*Dr Edwards*: What’s going on?   I will be there ASAP!

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: I agree sir; we have lost 2 torpedo tubes and 3 phaser banks on that hit.

Host Chodan_Ri_CO says:
FEARLESS THAT THE GENEVA HAS BEEN RENDERED UNSPACEWORTHY, THE CHODAN'RI MAKE THEIR ESCAPE, NOT KNOWING IN FULL WHAT THEY BEAMED ONTO THEIR SHIP, POSSIBLY MORE THAN THEY BARGAINED FOR.

XO_Tran says:
*EO*: Contain any and all Hull Breaches.

CEO_Galagar says:
::Enters ME, and looks at the secondaries, tries to get them back online::

XO_Tran says:
CSO: Is it possible for us to get a message to Starfleet with our systems in this condition?

EO_Chapu says:
*XO* : Yes, ma'am

TO_Taurrek says:
::enters turbo lift::

CMO_Immolisius says:
CO: What About an EMP burst from the main deflector?

CO_Tucker says:
CMO: Too little, too late....  ::Drops his head::

CSO_Shras says:
XO: It will have to be in first priority....

CTO_Asmodeius says:
CO: Sir, the Chodan'Ri have left local space and with sensors as damaged as they are I am unable to track them sir.

CEO_Galagar says:
::Resets shield relays.... smiles as they come back on:: *CO*: We've got some shields....

TO_Taurrek says:
::enters the bridge aware they've lost::

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Scans several bridge personnel and sends some to sickbay:: CO: Sir,  I'll be in sickbay...  ::Grinds his teeth slightly as he makes his way to sickbay::

XO_Tran says:
CSO: Tell them to send help if possible... we're sitting ducks.

EO_Chapu says:
:: keeps an eye on the shield group's progress while getting the warp drive working ::

CO_Tucker says:
*CEO*: Keep at it N'ka....

CSO_Shras says:
*CEO*: We need long-range communications, what is their status?

CEO_Galagar says:
::Reroutes a secondary to the warp core....watches out for sparks::

Host Chodan_Ri_CO says:
UNBEKNOWNST TO THE GENEVA, THE CHODAN'RI SHIP DOES NOT TRAVEL FAR FROM THEIR HOMEWORLD.

EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  LR communications are at 82%, sir.

CEO_Galagar says:
*CSO*: Sensors are on the list....

Host Chodan_Ri_CO says:
AND WHY THEY DID NOT SIMPLY DESTROY THE NOW HEAVILY DAMAGED GENEVA IS A MYSTERY.

TO_Taurrek says:
::wishes he could help with repair, but unless it involves weapon systems, he can't::

CEO_Galagar says:
EO: Good, check the defector dish, I'll try to restart the core.

CO_Tucker says:
XO: As soon as long-range communications are up, notify Starfleet Command of our situation.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::As the Chodan'Ri leave local space Lt. Asmodeius notices for the first time that he has broken three fingers on his right hand and has a long gash running down his left arm. He just stares at it as if trying to figure how he got hurt::

CSO_Shras says:
:: transmits a message to SFC on priority one ::

EO_Chapu says:
:: diverts from his course and checks the Deflector Dish ::

XO_Tran says:
CO: Aye...

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Enters Sickbay and Listens as doctor gives a quick Report::

CEO_Galagar says:
::Tries it again..... checks the casing.... micro fractures, starts to repair quickly.::

CSO_Shras says:
COM: SFC: This is the USS Geneva on assignment near the Chodan'Ri homeworld, we have been attacked by the Chodan'Ri and have lost artifacts and archeological teams to them, ship heavily damaged, require assistance

EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  Sir, the Deflector Dish is at 90.8%.  There seems to be a small leak in it.  Attempting to repair it via auto-repair.

TO_Taurrek says:
::presses comm badge:: *CMO*: Taurrek to Immolisius. There are hurt. Could you provide me with access to a medical kit?

CEO_Galagar says:
EO: Good work Mr. Chapu’ as always.... send an engineer if need be.

CO_Tucker says:
*CEO*: What is your best guess on when Warp drive will be back on line?

CMO_Immolisius says:
*TO*: What is your present location?

TO_Taurrek says:
::sees the CTO's injury:: *CMO*: Bridge.

EO_Chapu says:
:: gets most of the leak patched up, but sends someone to the site, knowing that he needs to stay in ME ::

CEO_Galagar says:
*CO*: Defector dish is almost up, and Shields look good.... 2 minutes probably.

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Scans an Injured Crewman as he speaks::*TO*: There are Emergency Kits on the Bridge.

EO_Chapu says:
:: goes back to the central console ::

XO_Tran says:
::Shakes her head:: CO: Is it just me, or does all of this seem like a sick game?  They can easily finish off planets, but they leave us alone when we're crippled.

TO_Taurrek says:
*CMO*: Understood. Taurrek out.

CEO_Galagar says:
::Finishes repairing the fractures:: *CO*: I mean 3 hours Captain....::Smiles, forgot he wasn't speaking to the CEO::

TO_Taurrek says:
::rushes to the emergency kits on the bridge and proceeds back to the CTO... scan his arm::

CO_Tucker says:
XO: All I know is that the Federation is in very deep trouble.

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Looks up to see his TO scanning his cut on his arm::

CEO_Galagar says:
::Tries to restart the warp drive.... cringes at it moans.... and shakes the very ship.... but smiles as it settles::

EO_Chapu says:
CEO:  Chief, shouldn't we isolate those before doing that?

SFC says:
COMM: Geneva: Geneva this is SFC. Your last message was garbled say again Geneva.

CEO_Galagar says:
EO: Under most circumstances I would agree with you.... in this one.... I still agree with you.... seems to be working though.

CMO_Immolisius says:
*TO*: If injuries are too severe to be treated with a regular medical kit, please send those personnel to Sickbay.  ::Injects a patient with Kayolane::

CTO_Asmodeius says:
::Sits down as his head begins to hurt::

CEO_Galagar says:
*CO*: Warp Drive online sir, ready at your command.

CSO_Shras says:
COM: SFC: This is the USS Geneva on assignment near the Chodan'Ri homeworld, we have been attacked by the Chodan'Ri and have lost artifacts and archeological teams to them, ship heavily damaged, require assistance

EO_Chapu says:
CEO: Getting on the other systems, sir.

CSO_Shras says:
:: works on the transmission power and settings ::

SFC says:
COM: Geneva: Geneva, understood. Will advise shortly.... stand by.

XO_Tran says:
CO: Contact with Starfleet has been made...  We'll get those artifacts back, and if we don't, we'll go down fighting.

Host Chodan_Ri_CO says:
IT ALSO QUICKLY BECOMES APPARENT TO THE ENGINEERS THAT THE DAMAGE TO THE SHIP IS MAKING IT VIRTUALLY IMPOSSIBLE TO HOLD ANY KIND OF ORBIT....

CEO_Galagar says:
EO: We've got a lot of work ahead of us..... Run a level 8 diagnostic... so we can get a rough idea of what our first priorities are...last thing we need is a cascade.

CMO_Immolisius says:
::Moves the next one and motions to a nurse:: Nurse: Treat his minor cuts with a Dermal regenerator and then notify me.. ::Moves on::

EO_Chapu says:
:: starts the level 8 diagnostic::

Host Chodan_Ri_CO says:
=/\==/\==/\=PAUSE MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
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